ChinaMap: Maps of China for analysing spatial data
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Spatial data, also known as geospatial data or geographic information, is the data or information that
identifies the geographic location of features and boundaries on Earth. Spatial data exists in many scientific
fields and applications. Spatial statistics was known as one of powerful tools of data mining for all scientific
fields related with spatial data. Due to vast improvements in spatial statistics, R has had an increasing
number of contributed packages for handling and analyzing spatial data. There were a few R packages,
mapdata for example, did have a map of China with provincial boundaries. However, it demands detailed
China map for spatial analysis applications. This study aimed to build a detailed China map, a novel R
packages named as ChinaMap, based on the public map databases in China national fundamental geographic
information system. This study use a R packages named MapTools to read China map shape files and build
map objects according to different geographical regions and points. The map scale was 1:4000000 for public
usages. A few novel functions was built for better map visualization in ChinaMap packages.
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